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Secure Firearms Products Introduces Its Improved Line of
Target Systems
CARL JUNCTION, Mo. - Secure Firearm Products (SFP) is unveiling its extensive line
of target systems for recreational and competition shooters. Their No-Cal Pop &
Drop, Static Target Systems and Star/Swinger Target Systems will test the most
advanced shooters. SFP’s Target Systems allow for a variety of exciting shooting
practices in different calibers and disciplines.
No-Cal Pop & Drop is a forward falling target system that can be knocked
down with everything from 22LR to 45ACP with no calibration. The system consist
of an release system that can be reset by simply setting the plate up and stepping
on a lever. You can change from large pepper poppers, mini poppers, Bianchi
speed targets, split poppers to "Evil Roy" with simple tools and no adjustments to
the system. The SFP Forward Falling Popper System is constructed of heavy gauge
welded steel. The system is built around a standard base unit, which permits the
user to change plates easily from stage to stage consists of a strong base with a
changeable trip system. The system can accommodate any popper or plate, can be
set as a static target, and can even be set up to handle split plates as well.
SFP Static Target System is available in center fire pistol/rifle and 22LR rim fire.
The center fire stand is constructed of solid steel uprights and tubing legs. Built to
withstand up to a 45ACP cartridge, this stand is perfect for Steel Challenge type
shooting. The Static Target System is built around a standard upright unit, which
permits the user to add multiple plates or even a cross bar to practice shooting a
simulated plate rack. Options include different plate sizes and configurations as
well as thickness to cover 22LR caliber or up to 45 ACP.
The SFP Star/Swinger Target System is constructed of heavy gauge welded steel.
The system is built around a standard base unit, which permits the user to add
options to customize the shooting experience. The upper unit consists of a double
pillow block system with a large 1-inch shaft for attachment of a Shooting Star
option , a Single Swinger option, or a Double Swinger option. Both the Shooting
Star and the Double Swinger options can be used in combination with each other
or as stand alone targets. The Shooting Star is available in a five or six point star

with several size plates and either in A-36 or AR-500 steel. The Shooting Star begins
to rotate with the first plate hit and rotates randomly, changing direction or speed
with each plate hit. The Single and Double Swinger option is configured for either
the IPSC Metric or Classic paper target and is activated by a remote popper or other
device.
About Secure Firearm Products
Secure Firearm Products is a family owned and operated business. The Surgi family
has been in the manufacturing business for over 60 years, and has developed and
manufactured a high quality line of products for shooting sports enthusiasts and
professionals since 2001. Their product line includes high security firearms cases,
wall vaults and shooting target systems.
For more information about Secure Firearms Products you can visit their website at
www.securefirearmproducts.com or call (417) 649-7277.
Media members interested in more information or images of any of the Secure
Firearms Products for an editorial review should contact Joe Wieczorek of The
Media Group at joe@themediagroupinc.com or call (847) 956-9090.

